
SUPER LIGHT
The Mobi-Path is SUPER lightweight weighing ONLY 5.5kg

making it easy to use and extremely portable! Whether at a

park, the beach, a holiday house or camping. It doesn't

take more than one person to set this path up.

EASY INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
It only takes one person to roll it out and secure it to the

ground with easy to use stakes - inserted through eyelets.

Maintenance is also no sweat as the Mobi-Path is UV

resistant, saltwater resistant and can be swept with a

broom, leaf blower or simply hosed down. Multiple 5m

lengths can quickly be joined together to make a longer

mat.

COMFORTABLE AND SAFE
The Mobi-Path supports light to medium weight

wheelchairs, pedestrians and  assists vision impaired

people with it's longitudinal white traffic lines. It is

extremely durable and has a patented non slip surface. In

addition, its permeable structure remains cool during hot

sunny days and allows water and rain to run through it

preventing puddles.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Made of 100% recycled PET bottles, this mat is 100%

recyclable. It is environmentally friendly and is not

contributing to the plastic pollution crisis. The flexible mesh

allows it to follow the ground contour while its unique

design ensures that rigidity and strength are preserved over

soft sand surfaces.

Mobi-Path LCN
Access Pathway

Roll out a Mobi-Path Access Path wherever and

whenever you want - to accomodate for EVERY

pedestrian. This 1m wide x 5m long weather-resistant,

easy-to-use portable mat will provide portable

accessibility over almost any surface.
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Colour: Wood-like (tan) with 2 white stripes

End: 2 "C" connectors + 1 "X" connector

End connectors allows multiple mats to

be connected together

Handling: 2 removable orange straps with

handle

Patented non-slip corrugated surface

UV resistant

Saltwater resistant

Withstands extreme temperatures

WIDTH of the mat: 1m

LENGTH of the mat: 5m

Mooring: 5 staples included

General features:
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Designed for
US Military

Forces using
patented 3D
tecnology.

End connector

End connector

100% recycled PET

100% recyclable PET

Mooring Staples


